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TAX TIME

HOLDING ONTO HOPE

Director of accountancy Nicholas
Robinson clarified issues and questions
about filing taxes at the Income Tax
Workshop on Wednesday.

Eastern’s women’s basketball team is
hoping to move back into the conference
tournament by winning its two upcoming
matches this weekend.
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Student
Senate
approves
3 RSOs
By Logan Raschke
News Editor | @LoganRaschke

Student Senate voted to approve InterVarsity as a new registered student organization, one they originally tabled during
last week’s hearing because the constitution and student representation were contradictory, and introduced a new method
to approving and disapproving new RSOs
at the meeting Wednesday night.
Senators also approved Japanese Culture Club, a RSO the senate chose to table during last week’s meeting because
of its lack of student representation, and
American Sign Language (ASL) Club.
Alicia Matusiak, vice president of student affairs, said she met with the student
who represented the InterVarsity Club
during last week’s meeting to discuss concerns the Senate had.
During the student’s speech last week,
she said InterVarsity Club was welcome to
all students with any religious affiliations,
but the written constitution indicated this
was not the case. The constitution stated
Christian members were the only religious
demographic encouraged to attend.
Matusiak said after discussing this contradiction with the student, the student
revealed to her that she was “nervous”
about speaking in front of the Senate.
Moreover, Matusiak said the student
representative explained that InterVarsity
Club is a national organization, so Eastern
club members cannot edit its standards.
Ceci Brinker, director of student life and
adviser for Student Senate, said InterVarsity Club has a right to have these standards
that limit club member demographics.
“InterVarsity is a national group, but
they’re not unlike other religious-based organizations that come to (Student Senate) and get approval from our office,”
she said. “What we’re going to do is clarify the language in our RSO handbook—
that approval process. I know Alicia (Matusiak) brought up to me, ‘(InterVarsity
Club’s) not any different than (our) Muslim Student Association that’s based on
their faith … and we used to have a Jewish Student Association.’”
STUDENT SENATE, page 5

No class
on Friday
Staff Report | @DEN_news
Classes are canceled on Friday in
observance of President Abraham Lincoln’s birthday. There will be no issue
of The Daily Eastern News.
The University will be closed, and
all dining centers will be consolidated
to Thomas Hall.
The News Staff can be reached at
581-2812 or at
dennewsdesk@gmail.com.
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The crowd listens to the panel’s discussion during Black Queer Lives Matter Wednesday night in the 7th Street Underground.

Pride members discuss being black, queer
By Valentina Vargas
Multicultural Reporter | @Den_news
Being black and queer in a predominantly white community is the moment when those who identify as that
are aware the most about their identity.
Three Pride members and an adviser
of the organization talked about being
black and queer in society today at the

Black Queer Lives Matter panel discussion that was on the 7th Street Underground Wednesday night.
Dontae Milner, a Pride member,
said he does not really think about being out in public as much because he
can also pass as a straight black male.
He said when he is more aware of
his surroundings it is in Mattoon, but
he is only there for a short period of

time.
Tiana Webb, who identifies as queer,
said when she is on campus she feels
students are very accepting.
Although during a summer term,
Webb said it was a different experience
to the point where she felt unsafe and
it made her become aware of her surroundings.
“A lot of stares from people. A lot of

confederate flags,” Webb said. “It was
(at the point of ) just being very uncomfortable with it and unsure.”
Yolanda Williams, the academic adviser of Pride, said it was very important for her to be open about being
a lesbian to get other people to have
someone to identify with them and
normalize what their life is.
BLACK AND QUEER, page 5

Singles speak out about holiday Students

share their
Valentine’s
Day plans

By Austen Brown
Staff Reporter | @DEN_news
While couples embrace each other
on Valentine’s Day, roommates Danielle
Allen, a freshman education major, and
Hannah Sieg, a freshman public relations
major, said they plan on embracing the
single life together.
“I have a hot date with (Hannah),” Allen said.
The duo shared their thoughts of Valentine’s Day, a day typically spent with a
significant other or “valentine,” and talked about spending it as single.
The day gets its name from a famous
saint, Saint Valentine, and according to
the BBC people use the day to express
their love for another.
However, not everyone gets flowers
and chocolates on Valentine’s Day.
Allen said she “reminisces in her loneliness” in Valentine’s Days passed, while
Sieg said she usually stays in and spends
time with her family on Valentine’s Day.
But together, they said they may consider reservation dining at Stevenson
Dining Hall, even though they said that
means they would have to tolerate the
abundance of couples that will probably be there as well, something Allen said
those couples could stand to control better.
She said she finds it bothersome when
people publicly display their affection for
one another.
“There’s a time and a place,” she said,

By Caitlyn Craig
Contributing Writer | @DEN_news
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“and it’s not now or here.”
When asked if there are any benefits
to being single while her friends are busy
being swept off their feet, Allen said “absolutely not.”
“Well, I guess it’s cheaper,” she said.
Sieg agreed that it is convenient that
single people do not have to spend the
money that people in a relationship are
usually obligated to, but that there are no
other benefits.
Freshman graphic design major Matthew Brauer shared a similar sentiment

with Allen and Sieg: distaste for people who could not keep their hands and
mouths off each other in public.
He said his freshman year in high
school, there was a couple who would
constantly be all over each other in the
school hallways.
When Valentine’s Day came around,
Brauer said he saw the two going about
their usual public displays of affection—
this time wearing t-shirts with each other’s face on them.
SINGLES, page 5

Feb. 14 is a day that is commonly filled with candy, flowers and gifts.
According to the Britannica Encyclopedia, the holiday roots back to
the 14th century, but the history behind it is not precisely known.
There are a handful of tales about
the meaning behind why people celebrate this day, the most common
being as a horary day for St. Valentine.
Valentine was a Roman Catholic
saint that was martyred in the act of
spreading love, according to the Britannica Encyclopedia.
As romance fills the air, students
of Eastern are celebrating the holiday
in various ways.
For junior history major Jack
Channing, he said he is going “all
out” to surprise his girlfriend, Taylor.
This Valentine’s Day is their twoyear anniversary since meeting in
their general education biology class
at Eastern, he said.
PLANS, page 5
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Ex-intel official charged with revealing secrets Fairfax accuser
WASHINGTON (AP) — A former dictment, used that information to target Iran — a country which poses a serious speaks out
U.S. Air Force counterintelligence spe- the intelligence workers online, prosecu- threat to our national security," said FBI
cialist who defected to Iran despite warn- tors said.
executive assistant director Jay Tabb, the at Stanford
ings from the FBI has been charged with
Witt had been on the FBI's radar at bureau's top national security official.
revealing classified information to the least a year before she defected after she
Tabb said "she provided information
#MeToo panel
Tehran government, including the code attended an Iranian conference and ap- that could cause serious damage to naname and secret mission of a Pentagon
program, prosecutors said Wednesday.
The Justice Department also accused
Monica Elfriede Witt, 39, of betraying former colleagues in the U.S. intelligence community by feeding details
about their personal and professional lives
to Iran. Four hackers linked to the Iranian government, charged in the same in-

peared in anti-American videos. She was
warned about her activities, but reassured
agents that she would not provide sensitive information about her work if she returned to Iran. She was not arrested.
"Once a holder of a top secret security clearance, Monica Witt actively sought
opportunities to undermine the United States and support the government of

tional security," though he did not provide specifics.
Witt remains at large in Iran, as do
the four hackers, who prosecutors say
were acting on behalf of the governmentlinked Iranian Revolutionary Guard,
prosecutors said. That group has been
designated by the U.S. government as
promoting terrorism.

NASA rover bites the dust on Mars after 15 years
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
NASA's Opportunity, the Mars rover
that was built to operate for just three
months but kept going and going, rolling across the rocky red soil, was pronounced dead Wednesday, 15 years after it landed on the planet.

The six-wheeled vehicle that helped
gather critical evidence that ancient Mars might have been hospitable to life was remarkably spry up until eight months ago, when it was finally
doomed by a ferocious dust storm.
Flight controllers tried numerous

times to make contact, and sent one final series of recovery commands Tuesday night, along with one last wakeup song, Billie Holiday's "I'll Be Seeing
You," in a somber exercise that brought
tears to team members' eyes. There was
no response from space, only silence.

In House's Yemen vote, Congress
FEMA head
war-making powers
resigns after reasserts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Asserting
The chairman of the House Foreign
congressional authority over war-mak- Relations Committee, Rep. Eliot Engel,
investigation ing powers, the House passed a resolution D-N.Y., said the vote represents "ConWASHINGTON (AP) — The head
of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency resigned Wednesday after a twoyear tenure in which he managed the response to historic wildfires and major
hurricanes but was dogged by questions
over his use of government vehicles.
Brock Long said in a letter to FEMA
employees that he was resigning to
spend more time at home with his family. His last day is March 8.
He did not mention the investigation
by the agency's watchdog that found he
had used government vehicles without
authorization, costing taxpayers tens of
thousands of dollars. Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen said last fall
that Long would repay the government
and would not lose his job.
Nielsen said Long led the agency admirably. "I appreciate his tireless dedication to FEMA and his commitment
to fostering a culture of preparedness
across the nation," she said in a statement.
His deputy, Pete Gaynor, will become acting head of the agency.

Wednesday that would force the administration to withdraw U.S. troops from involvement in Yemen, in a rebuke of President Donald Trump's alliance with the
Saudi-led coalition behind the military intervention.
Lawmakers in both parties are increasingly uneasy over the humanitarian crisis
in Yemen and skeptical of the U.S. partnership with that coalition, especially in
light of Saudi Arabia's role in the killing of Washington Post columnist Jamal
Khashoggi, a critic of the royal family.
Passage would mark the first time
Congress has relied on the decades-old
War Powers Resolution to halt military
intervention. It also would set up a potential confrontation with the White House,
which has threatened a veto. The House
voted 248-177 to approve the measure,
sending it to the Senate, where a similar
resolution passed last year.
"We have helped create, and worsen,
the world's largest humanitarian crisis,"
said Rep. Barbara Lee, D-Calif., during
the debate. "Our involvement in this war,
quite frankly, is shameful."

gress reclaiming its role in foreign policy."
Senate approval would set up a showdown with the administration — a veto
would be Trump's first — over the president's shifting approach on foreign policy.
Lawmakers are quick to point out that
Trump wants to withdraw troops from
the wars in Syria and Afghanistan as part
of his "America First" approach, but he
has shown less interest in limiting the U.S.
role in Yemen.
The White House says the House resolution is "flawed" because U.S. troops are
not directly involved in military action in
Yemen, where the coalition is fighting the
Iranian-backed Houthi rebels in a conflict
largely seen as a proxy war involving the
Mideast's dominant regional players.
Since 2015, the administration says,
the U.S. has provided support to the coalition, including intelligence and, until
recently, aerial refueling, but it has not had
forces involved in "hostilities."
Congress has not invoked the War
Powers Resolution, which requires approval of military actions, since it was enacted in 1973.

STANFORD, Calif. (AP) — A
college professor avoided talking directly about her accusation that Virginia's lieutenant governor sexually
assaulted her, but she talked in detail about her research and thoughts
on the growing number of women
reporting abuse.
"One thing that I notice with
sexual violence is that there are
many people who would like to
glance away from this," Vanessa Tyson told a Stanford University symposium. "It's one of the ugliest parts
of humanity. Trust me."
Tyson, appearing Tuesday night
as one of two panelists at the event
called "Betrayal and Courage in the
Age of #MeToo", was making her
first public appearance since she accused Virginia Lt. Gov. Justin Fairfax of assaulting her in 2004. Tyson is a political science professor at
Southern California's Scripps College who is spending a year at Stanford as a research fellow.
Fairfax said he recalled the encounter, which he said was consensual, and denied assaulting or coercing Tyson.
"Perhaps we have to reshape how
we understand consent and how we
teach it to society as a whole," Tyson said during her talk, which also
included her experience with students who were sexually assaulted confiding in her, and the difficulty victims have when institutions
don't appear to take their claims seriously.
"Speaking as a professor at a
women's college, sometimes you
have to lead by example," Tyson
said. "No matter how hard it is."
Tyson left the event without
talking to reporters. During the
question-and-answer session, symposium organizers refused to read
written submissions from the audience referencing Tyson's accusation. The audience had been admonished earlier not to bring up
the matter at the request of Tyson
and her lawyers.

TODAY ON
TODAY
ONCAMPUS:
CAMPUS
Student Rec Center | Open 5:30 AM - 11:00 PM
Booth Library | Open 8:00 AM - 1:00 AM
MLK Jr. Student Union | Open 7:00 AM – 11:00 PM
F-1 Visa Holders OPT Session | 2:00 - 3:30 PM | Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK Jr. Union
Optional Practical Training is the opportunity to apply knowledge gained in your degree
program to off-campus work in your major field. Assistant Dean Andy Kabasele will answer
questions about applying for OPT.
Power Hour | 6:00 - 7:00 PM | Synergy Studio, Student Rec Center
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Workshop addresses questions on filing taxes
By Melissa Jabek
Contributing Writer | @DEN_news
The Income Tax Workshop
led by director of accountancy
Nicholas Robinson helped students who have struggled filing
taxes and had questions regarding the different forms to use
Wednesday in the Buzzard Auditorium.
Everyone has their own
unique situations that affect
their tax filing differently, he
said.
While college students often find themselves struggling
to file their taxes, it appears the
rest of the country is no exception, Robinson said.
In 2015, there were
2,114,491 tax returns filed
with math errors, he said.
For college students on a
budget, HR block, TurboTax
and Tax Slayer have free options, he said. There are also
paper forms people can use
that are free.
E-file is software that the
IRS made for people who make
less than $64,600 to file their
taxes for free.
The average time it takes for
students to file taxes is around
2 ½ hours, Robinson said.
“Usually the student problems are with the 1098(-T tax
form), so we see a lot of prob-

lems with those because the
school year and tax year aren’t
the same. The school year
crosses over a calendar year,
and so with that issue it can
be goofy because people are recording things that are different
years,” he said.
1098-T is a tax form for educational expenses, tuition fees,
scholarships and grants, he
said. Loans do not appear on
the 1098-T.
There are some education
credits students can get while
filing, Robinson said.
These credits are called
American opportunity credits, and to earn them, the student must be an undergraduate filing for four years only.
These students must also be at
half time, and these opportunity credits cover tuition, fees
and course material.
There is another type of education credit for graduates
called lifetime learning credit;
these credits cover tuition and
fees but not books.
Graduate students, unlike
undergraduate students, can
only accept education credits
from one source, he said.
Sarah Dodoo, an international graduate student from
Ghana who is majoring in family and consumer sciences, said
she struggled with taxes last
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CAA to hear
presentation,
vote on adding
new courses
Staff Report | @DEN_News

cause obviously if people are requesting (how to file taxes), it is
going to be beneficial to someone,” McArthy said. “It’s like
an adulting workshop.”
She said she came up with
the idea to do this workshop
from listening to students
around campus who voiced
their concerns and posted online about their income tax
struggles.

The Council on Academic Affairs will vote on six agenda items and hear a presentation
during their meeting Thursday
in Room 4440 of Booth Library
at 2 p.m.
Two new special education
courses will be voted on, SPE
4980: Non-Licensure Programming and Services for Individuals with Disabilities and SPE
4981: Internship, as well as adding a special education Bachelor
of Science in Education option.
Provost Jay Gatrell will give a
presentation to discuss the general education coordinator position.
Revisions to the B.S. Health
Promotion: Emergency Management & Disaster Preparedness option and revisions to the
General Studies degree program
will also be voted on during the
meeting.
Three items are to be added
to the agenda for the next meeting, and eight executive actions
will be looked at.

Melissa Jabek can be reached
at 581-2812 or at
majabek@eiu.edu.

The News Staff can be reached
at 581-2812 or at
dennewsdesk@gmail.com.
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Director of accountancy Nicholas Robinson speaks with the audience during the Income Tax
Workshop Wednesday afternoon in Buzzard Hall.

year.
She said she accidently
claimed the American tax credit instead of the international one.
“The mistake I made was I
didn’t use the (tax credit) that
was recommended by the international office. I had a friend
who had done this before and
so I relied on that friend, and
that is where I made a mistake
because we ended up claiming
the wrong items,” she said.
For international students,
they use a different form called

Sprintax, Robinson said. They
have to file a social security
number or a tax ID.
Last year, Dodoo used TurboTax instead.
Tess McArthy, a senior hospitality management major,
said she helped put the workshop together after she became
the University Board’s human
potential coordinator.
“(The Income Tax Workshop) is a highly requested
event since I started this position last year, so we just decided to bring it to campus be-

our news tip
number is
(217 ) 581- 79 4 2

6 to 8 pm
Thursday, February 21
Brickhouse Bar & Grill, Charleston
Featuring Guest Speaker

Tom Michael

Tom Michael has served as Eastern Illinois
University’s Athletic Director since 2014.
Michael, a former Fighting Illini basketball
player, helped the team advance twice to
the NCAA Tournament. Playing from 1991 to
1994, he still holds the Illinois single season
record for 3-point field-goal percentage.
Michael will share some of his experiences on
the court, upcoming EIU athletic news and
the benefits of leading an active life.

Two Free Drink Tickets / Appetizers
Yeti Cooler Door Prize
This FREE event is for men only,
but reservations are needed.

Call 217-258-2420 / Online www.sarahbush.org
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4 OPINIONS
STAFF EDITORIAL

The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

We’re Hiring!
We have openings for those
who enjoy:
• Politics
• Business
• Photography
• Editing
• Design
• Opinions
Call 581-2812 for more
information.
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If Sweetheart candy was honest

It’s OK to
be single for
this holiday
Valentine’s Day, or as some like to call it, Singles
Awareness Day, is met with a variety of attitudes every year, with 2019 being no exception.
Whether it is happiness from spending time with
a significant other, confidence from being proudly single, longing from not having a special someone or sadness from being dumped a few days previously, there are likely to be high emotions running
around on this holiday.
No matter your attitude, in general there seems
to be a widespread notion that the best thing to be
on Valentine’s Day is in a relationship.
To the single person looking for love, this idea
may be difficult. It can seem like everything on social media at this time of the year is about couples
expressing their mushy gushy love over each other.
Advertisements seem fully geared toward the idea
that you need a boyfriend or girlfriend to be happy, and TV shows depict happy relationships that
always work out in the end.
Well, relationships are not all mushy gushy love,
happiness and happy endings. Couples are not going to post the photos of them fighting or the tears
shed after their breakups.
Of course, not all couples break up in the end,
but regardless, in any relationship there will be fighting, there will be pressure, there will be boredom
and there will be regrets.
Besides, there are so many perks to the single life.
You don’t have to work around someone else’s life,
you can freely hang around with people of the opposite sex (or people in general), you don’t have to
worry about impressing anyone’s family or about
being cheated on. Think of how much money you
are saving by not having to buy a significant other anything for Valentine’s Day (or any day). Think
about how much candy you can buy at a 50 percent discount.
If you are single, it might seem like everyone else
is in a relationship and has a better life than you, but
that is far from true.
Often, the grass looks greener on the other side.
Being single and in a relationship both have their
perks, of course, but if it’s not the right time for you
to change your relationship status yet, you might as
well focus on the positives of the single life and take
advantage of them.
Having a boyfriend or girlfriend might seem like
the ideal thing around Valentine’s Day, but tomorrow is just another day.
No matter your relationship status, you are still
the same worthy, valuable person you have always
been.
If you are looking for someone to love, love your
friends, your family, even random strangers. You
don’t need to be in a relationship to love, and you
don’t need to be in a relationship to be loved.
You are just as important single as you are in a relationship. Don’t forget that.

T h e D ai l y Eastern News
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Embrace Valentine’s Day instead of hating it
Although today is filled with pinks and reds,
your feelings about it may be black or white: you
hate it or you love it.
For a long time, I hated Valentine’s Day. One
reason for this is because of my hatred for any and
all things pink.
The main reason, however, is because of my
own self. A lot of the media and advertising surrounding this holiday made me feel like I needed someone else on this day to make it worth celebrating. For a long time, I believed that if there
was no plus one to my name, there was only one
other option: boycott Valentine’s Day.
As I have gotten older, I have realized this is not
true. Furthermore, I have been able to realize the
significance of this day: it is essentially a national
all-you-can-eat buffet of love and appreciation for
the important people in your life. No significant
other required.
It is the day I salute my parents, who have been
my loyal valentines for the past 21 years, for their
love and support in each of my endeavors—and
for always sending me a package of chocolate and
cozy socks in time for the holiday.

C AROLE HODOROWICZ
It is the time I remind my friends why the part
they play in my life is so important, pushing me
to become who I am and helping me get where I
am today.
It is the green light I need to allow myself to enjoy the ultimate “treat yourself” moment and buy
myself the jeans I have been coveting, the fancy
coffee I have been craving or the face mask I have
been needing.
As someone who is much older and wiser than

I once was when I was an adolescent ball of angst
who hated anything deemed “girly,” I can’t help
but regret the bitterness I used to have toward Valentine’s Day.
This holiday is just one mark on the year’s calendar, and some of us waste it by wallowing or
making fun of the people who enjoy it. Instead,
we need to make it a lot less about our relationship statuses and a lot more about others—specifically the people who have always been there and
always will be.
The love and appreciation we have for our families, friends and ourselves is something that deserves to be celebrated every day. I think we can all
set aside the “woe is me” act we indulge in—some
of us more often than we should—for one day.
Celebrate, spread and accept the love.
Still feeling bitter? Well, here’s one thing you
can’t burst anyone’s bubble about: candy will be on
sale Friday.
Carole Hodorowicz is a senior journalism major. She
can be reached at 581-2812 or at
cdhodorowicz@eiu.edu.

Have the availability for your commitments
It’s important to take every opportunity that’s
available to you. Even if that opportunity is
sleeping a couple hours instead of bothering to
hustle to class. We must remember, however, that
it’s important not to spread ourselves too thin. I’m
realizing that quickly. As a student, I can vouch
that it’s incredibly hard to remember—at times—
that school should be my top priority. It seems like,
with being medicated for anxiety and that treatment
working for me, I’m way more open to picking up
other commitments and slacking on school work.
See, when my anxiety was at its peak (basically
my whole life), I prioritized school to an unforgivable extent. It made me look like a good student,
but I was basically a skin sack full of stress. It’s not
that I was always studying or anything, but homework, presentations, and tests came before everything else in my life. I didn’t know what would
happen if I didn’t turn in a paper on time, show up
for a presentation or test and—most importantly—I didn’t want the consequences. I was scared of
getting less than a good grade, I was scared of being personally lectured, I was scared of every possible possibility.
One important thing to note here, though, is
that work was a close second on my list of priori-

MEGAN KEANE
ties. Once I was old enough to legally work, I got
a job and took on way more hours than I legally
should have been able to. I had a high school teacher who recruited me for our speech team because
she claimed that the amount of hours I worked was
criminal. If I was on the speech team, I wouldn’t
have to work so much.
In hindsight, I know now that I shouldn’t have
committed to something that wasn’t important to
me. I was steadily dedicated for an entire season, but
by my junior year, I had so many other more important responsibilities, and I felt as though I let my
coaches down.

That’s about how I’m beginning to feel in
regards to this semester and the workload I took
on. With the absence of my anxiety, it seems I’ve
traded my sleepless nights filled with worry that I
wouldn’t wake in time for my commitments for
sleeping through all my alarms. I’m not gonna lie,
it’s the best sleep I’ve ever gotten in my life, but it’s
impeding on my class schedule and hindering my
class experience.
Class has always been hard for me to go to. I can’t
articulate why. It’s obviously not a waste of time. I
wouldn’t categorize myself as lazy. This semester,
I’ve been rushing out of my afternoon classes to
get to work, coming back to my dorm exhausted,
and sleeping through my morning classes. It makes
me ask myself, if I knew I wasn’t going to be that
consciously available, why did I commit to 18 credit
hours and a part time job (in addition to writing
for the paper)? The answer is simple: I expected that
I’d be able to do it all. We need to know ourselves.
We need not to spread ourselves thin. I need to
reprioritize.
Megan Keane is a senior English and psychology major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or at
mkkeane@eiu.edu.
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Brinker said there are other religion
and faith-based organizations on campus
that solely encourage others with the same
faiths to join, and both these pre-existing
organizations and InterVarsity Club have a
right to restrict who can or cannot be club
members based on their individual faiths.
Considering the new revelations regarding InterVarsity Club, Student Senate voted to approve the organization as
an official RSO.
Matsuiak said the way RSOs are created is going to change.
When it comes to the new method,
she said proposals get sent to administrative clerk Laurel Fuqua, then they go to
Student Affairs, and if there are any major
changes that need to be made to the constitution, Student Senate must meet with
the organization as needed to ask questions and explain the changes.
She said after these steps, a final copy is
sent to Brinker, Matusiak receives the final
constitution, the bill to approve the organization as an RSO gets heard by the Senate, the bill is tabled for one week to allow
senators to carefully consider their votes
and then the next week, the Senate votes
on the bill. She said all senators must read
the constitutions before they vote.
Matusiak said implementing this new
process for approving or disapproving
new RSOs is good for two reasons: For
one, it gets more senators involved in the
process and secondly, the constitutions are
reviewed by more individuals so that any
errors are likely to get caught sooner and
more often.
Student Senate heard representation
for Japanese Culture Club.
Kofi Bazzell-Smith, a junior studio art
major, said the club focuses on educating
members about Japanese culture.
He said the club also offers informal
Japanese language lessons every Friday.
“There’s only, like, three students who
speak Japanese (here at Eastern), so other
students who have (attended club meetings) who were interested and (didn’t)
know anything (about the language), they
just kind of developed (Japanese speaking),” Bazzell-Smith said.
After hearing Bazzell-Smith’s representation, Student Senate voted to approve
Japanese Culture Club as an official RSO.

“I know there is people who struggle coming out, and I don’t push
them, but when I meet other black
gay professionals and they ask why
did I chose to be out is because I
work with students,” Yolanda Williams said.
Yolanda Williams said she does not
want students to suffer and face these
challenges of coming out alone.
She said when she was coming out
in her late 20s, there was no public
figure to look up to, as there is know
in the media.
Jovan Williams, the vice president
of Pride, said his experience of coming out was in two stories, one to his
adopted parents and one to his birth
father.
He said both were very accepting
of him and were just waiting on him
to tell them.
Yolanda Williams said she came
out to her white gay friends first, because she said it was harder to tell her
black friends and sorority.
Jussie Smollett, the “Empire” gay
actor who was attacked in Chicago
by two offenders who yelled homo-

Logan Raschke can be reached at
581-2812 or at lrraschke@eiu.edu.

Austen Brown can be reached at
581-2812 or albrown6@eiu.edu.
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“It was some real gross stuff, …
and I don’t (want to) sound rude,
(because) if you’re in a relationship
and you’re happy then that’s great
for you, but PDA is obnoxious, and
both of these people … had each
other’s faces printed on each other’s
T-shirts.”
Brauer also said he remembers
when that couple broke up and mentioned that it made him very happy because he would not have to see
them display their love for one another.
Another thing Brauer agreed with
Allen on was that saving money is a
convenience that comes with being
single on Valentine’s Day.
“I already don’t have any (money),
so it’s really nice not having to spend
more,” he said.
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The panel for Black Queer Lives Matter answers questions from the audience Wednesday night in the 7th Street
Underground. They started the discussion with their own personal stories about coming out.

phobic and racial slurs, was also asked
what the panelist thought of him being accused of faking the assault.
Yolanda Williams said she found
it really sad that in 2019 people are

»

thinking something that horrific
could be faked.
“We see that on YouTube, Facebook and Instagram, we see these incidents of black people, queer people

being killed and bashed literally killed
and bashed,” Yolanda Williams said.

to be a popular event.
Freshman English major Sam Hennegan said she is going to watch “Mean
Girls” with her hedgehog while eating
cake.
Freshman undecided major Nicolette
Cuilotta said she is getting takeout with
her boyfriend and having a movie marathon of their favorite films.
Freshman criminology major Monique Peterson said she is grabbing sushi at Fujiyama in Mattoon and watching a movie.
Moreover, some students are turning
their Valentine’s Day into a self-love day.
Freshman sociology major Hannah
Byer said she is going to take a well-deserved nap and love herself.
Jessica Nevius, a freshman family services major, said she is going to work out
so she can have an excuse to scourge grocery stores of their discounted Valentine’s
Day treats.
Kayla Messamore, a senior special ed-

ucation major, said she will spend the
day with her Romeo, whose name is actually “Romeo,” a 5-year-old schnauzer,
who loves to cuddle and sleep.
As for a freshman engineering major who is still taking general education
classes, Jacob Thomas said he will responsibly be working on his English paper rather than going to see “The Prodigy” with his friends. “(My friends) invited me to go see (“The Prodigy”) because
it’s a horror movie. That’s like the total
opposite of the meaning of Valentine’s
day, you know with all the love stuff, but
if I don’t do this paper, it ain’t ever getting done,” Thomas said with a chuckle.
For students with no plans this Valentine’s Day, the Doudna Fine Arts Center is hosting an improv comedy show in
the Dvorak Concert Hall starting at 7:30
p.m., and student tickets are only $10.

Valentina Vargas can be reached at
581-2812 or vvargas@eiu.edu.
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“I hope (my girlfriend) doesn’t read
this and it ruins the surprise,” Channing
said with a laugh, “but I’m taking her to
Taco Amigos because that’s where we
had our first date.”
But there is nothing wrong with going on a simple date, like Molly Peart,
a freshman early education major, who
said she is going out with her boyfriend
to Buffalo Wild Wings in Mattoon.
However, Valentine’s Day does not
have to be celebrated so extravagantly, especially for college students with tightly packed schedules, like sophomore accounting major Jill Kennedy.
She said she is too busy with her studies to indulge in the sweet treats this holiday brings. Instead, she will be rushing
around campus to attend her four classes.
“I have an 8 a.m. class and my last
class ends at 4:15 p.m., so I don’t really
have time for anything.” Kennedy said.
For many, a simple movie night seems

Caitlyn Craig can be reached at
581-2812 or at cmcraig4@eiu.edu.
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Students, employers network at Job, Internship Fair
By Inanna Weller
Contributing Writer | @DEN_news
Students and employers gathered to talk job opportunities during the Spring Job and Internship
Fair Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Students showed companies their skill sets during interviews, and some students scheduled interviews with potential employers for future dates.
The interviews consisted of employers explaining
how and what their job descriptions are and what
they seek in future employees, such as skills or experience levels in specific fields.
Over 50 companies participating in the fair set
up customized displays to demonstrate and show
off their companies’ strong suits.
Companies like Allendale Association, Central
East Alcoholism and Drug Council and Impact
Networking were a just a few that attended.
Several police departments were tabled together,
and all of them were looking for new interns and
entry-level officers.
From mental health specialists to utility support
coordinators, there were many choices potential
employees could explore.
Students signed in and circled the room, asking different companies which ones supported their
majors.
Companies that employed any major and
worked with children had more visits from stuR AINE ZHU | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
dents.
Spencer
Briggerman
(right),
an
assistant
manager
at
the
Sherwin-Williams
Company
and
an
Eastern
alumnus,
talks to English major Dom Hill
“It is so great to see students who are approaching graduation day come into the fair for an intern- (left) during the Spring Job and Internship Fair Wednesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom of Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
ship or job, knowing some companies are located all
over the world, and they’re willing to go to these dif- dents who are staying in the Mattoon and Charles- want to move home. Instead, she said she wants to
“The lady from One Hope United was so friendferent locations. I really appreciate that,” said Mimi ton area with any major who would love to work start networking and exploring her options.
ly and nice toward me,” Dillow said.
Meyer, a recruiter for One Hope United.
with kids. We are hiring for any position, from life
Bethany Dillow, a senior family services major,
For those who missed the Spring Job and InSeveral students preferred speaking with recruit- guard to night supervisor,” said Jill Slack, a program said she came to the fair to see the possible compa- ternship Fair, the next one will be available this Fall
ers from companies that dealt with helping or
serv-New
director
Camp New
Hope.
nies she can work with.
2019 semester.
The
YorkforTimes
Syndication
Sales Corporation
ing children or individuals with special needs.
Senior
English
major
Alexandra
Riseman
said
She
said
she
was
interested
in
companies
that
620 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
Inanna Weller can be reached at
“Camp New Hope is for individuals with special she is taking this opportunity to walk through the work with kids, and she really enjoyed One Hope
For Information Call: 1-800-972-3550
581-2812 or at ibweller@eiu.edu.
needs ages eight to their 80s. We are looking for stu- fair because she is graduating in May and does not United.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Italian scooter
6 Endurance
10 Glimpses
15 Like a necktie
near the end of
a long workday,
maybe
16 Big name in
cosmetics
17 Another
nickname for the
Governator
18 Bass group?
19 Give stars to
20 Prize that comes
with 9 million
kronor
21 Kidnapper who
gets arrested?
24 Page listing
25 Once-over
26 Soccer player
Hamm
27 Measure of purity
29 Win a one-on-one
game against a
Toronto hoops
player?

34 Army allowance
37 Gun-shy
38 Spiffy top
39 Even up
40 Partner of pieces
41 Elates
42 Long time out?
43 Not altogether
44 Playwright Sean
who wrote “The
Plough and the
Stars”
45 “I don’t want
this house after
all”?
48 Japanese box
meal
49 Group of traffic
cops, for short?

62 Eastern
European
capital
63 Hoffman who
wrote “Steal This
Book”
64 What
photocopiers do
65 Church chorus
66 Gave a pill, say
67 River whose
name comes
entirely from the
last eight letters
of the alphabet
68 Sacred text …
or your reaction
upon figuring
out this puzzle’s
theme?

DOWN
1 Oklahoma’s ___
Air Force Base
53 E’en if
2
Attempt
55 Synagogue
singer with hokey
3 FaceTime
humor?
alternative
59 Pizazz
4 Confined, with
“up”
61 “No problem at
all!”
5 “You’ve got to be
kidding me!”
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
6 Mustang catcher
7 “Dear ___
G I F T S
S W I F T
Hansen” (2017
M I N I S K I
M I L L I
Tony winner)
W I L D T H I N G
I N K I N
8 Dark kind of look
I L L S
I R I S
L I S P S
9 Some court wear
I D S
I R T
T W I N
10
Oh, what an
I N T
C R I N G I N G
actress!
R I F F S
B L I N G
K I R
11 Tennis ___
I S I S
B R I N K
Z I T I
G I N
S L I N G
M I D S T 12 Things in the
backs of Macs
S T I F L I N G
W I G
R I N G
S I X
F B I 13 Theater seating
info
S P R I G
I N I T
S I R S
14 What bears do in
I R I S H
T I G H T K N I T
the market
T I N C T
C H I M I N G
22 “The Last Jedi”
S I K H S
S N I P S
director Johnson
50 ___ economy
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PUZZLE BY JEFF SLUTZKY AND DEREK BOWMAN

23 Not a single
28 Show up
29 Galoot
30 How this clue
appears
30 How this clue
appears
31 ___ yoga
32 Like some
shoppes
33 Optimistic
34 Billiards need
35 It’s a relief
36 Ticking dangers

40 Margaret
Thatcher, e.g., in
her later years
41 Derides
43 James who
sang at the
opening of the
1984 Summer
Olympics
44 “Beetle Bailey”
dog
46 Crept (along)
47 Need to speak
50 Many an intern
51 Skater Slutskaya

52 Grind, in a way
53 Mr. with a
“Wild Ride” at
Disneyland
54 Drifter
56 Savoir-faire
57 Anthem starter
58 Italy’s Lake ___
60 Pizza delivery

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
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Eastern looking to break losing streak
By Blake Faith
Women’s Tennis Reporter | @BFAITH0024
Eastern’s women’s tennis team is
focused on regaining momentum,
after losing its last four matches,
this upcoming weekend in Milwaukee. The main focus in practice, according to head coach Chris Tolson, was going to be on “their mental game and how their approach to
these matches are.”
“ It’s e a s y t o g e t o n a l o s i n g
streak and lose some confidence
where things can spiral out of control,” Tolson said. “So this week’s
focus is belief in one’s ability and
game and to tr ust their skills,
their teammates and their coaches.
I have no doubt we will get this
turned around this weekend and
build some momentum heading
into our final few matches before
conference play.”
Sophomore Claire Martin started off the season with three straight
wins but has not won in singles
since her win at number four singles against Saint Louis University.
Martin is not letting those results
get to her, but instead she has used
them as motivation.
“This weekend, I want to play
with confidence and aggressive,”
Martin said. “I’m not going to focus on the wins the losses, but
more on how I feel while playing. I
think I’ve been in a bit of a slump,
so I’m excited to see how this weekend goes and if I can apply what
I’ve been working on in practice to
my matches.”
Doubles points have been emphasized this year. Another focus
this week in both singles and doubles practice has been consistency
and shot selection. The first three
matches of each meet are doubles,
and winning two of three doubles
matches secure a point for the winning team early.
“Doubles is important, and we
have seen so great play at times, but
we have not been aggressive enough
in these past few matches at net, and
it shows in the results,” Tolson said.

Sophomore Rachel Papavasilopoulos and senior Srishti Slaria have
been at the number one singles spot
all season. This season together they
are 6-1 so far at that spot.
“Our goal is to play our next few
matches with the intent to control momentum,” Papavasilopoulos
said. “Srishti and I are continuing
working on playing aggressively at
net. We are trying to make points
as short and effective as possible.”
Although conference play does
not start until March 22nd against
Jacksonville State, every match prior counts as momentum going into
conference play and qualifying for
the OVC Conference Tournament.
These early matches will continue
to build confidence going throughout the season.
“I feel like we are working a
lot on trying to set up points and
dominate the court,” Papavasilopoulos said. “For this weekend I’m
hoping to win as many matches as
possible both individually and as
a team.”
Martin had a similar thought to
Papavasilopoulos.
“I think the whole team wants
to get a win this weekend, Martin
said. “The past two weekends have
been tough, so I think we need to
go in focused this weekend so we
can play well and overcome any
doubts we have.”
Eastern’s women’s tennis team
will travel to Milwaukee this weekend to compete against Cardinal
Stritch University and the University of Milwaukee. The Panthers
will play Cardinal Stritch at noon
on Friday and Milwaukee on Saturday at 1 p.m.
“Like every match and weekend I expect our girls to come out
and play with energy,” Tolson said.
“They have the talent to compete
with every team, but it’s the attitude and effort you put into every
point and ball that will determine
if we find success this weekend.”
DILL AN SCHORFHEIDE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Blake Faith can be reached at
581-2812 or bmfaith@eiu.edu.

RENTALS
AVAILABLE!

woodrentals.com

Sophomore Rachel Papavasilopoulos serves a ball in a practice this fall at the Darling Courts. Eastern plays Cardinal Stritch University and Milwaukee this weekend.
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Big week of games looms for Eastern
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
The opportunity is in front of the
Eastern women’s basketball team to
move back into the conference tournament this week, but to seize the opportunity the Panthers’ must beat two
teams that they have lost to already
this season.
Eastern is 4-8 in conference play
and one game out of the OVC tournament picture, Thursday the Panthers travel to face Southern Illinois
Edwardsville (5-7) and Saturday return to Lantz Arena to play Southeast Missouri (6-6), in two matchups
where the Panthers will take a swing
at two teams they are chasing for
tournament spots.
“(The opportunity) is huge, I think
if you’re going to be in the top eight,
the teams that are in front of you, you
have got to find a way to knock them
off,” Eastern head coach Matt Bollant
said.
The Cougars, losers of five of their
last six games, are not exactly sprinting full strength into Thursday’s game,
but on Jan. 5 they beat the Panthers
65-56, a game that is serving as a stark
reminder to Eastern not to take this
team lightly.
The one thing Eastern really remembers from that first loss to the
Cougars and hopes to change on
Thursday is the way Southern Illinois Edwardsville bullied them in rebounding. The Cougars grabbed 54
rebounds to just 26 by the Panthers.
“Edwardsville we just have to
do a better job on the glass,” Bollant said. “We really, really struggled
against them on the boards. And then
we took some poor shots down the
stretch, so just being disciplined offensively and then really competing
on the glass.”
Eastern is very similar to both of
these teams on both sides of the ball;
in fact, everything except these team’s
record seem to mirror each other in
every way.
Eastern has the 7th ranked offense
in the OVC, Southeast Missouri has
the 8th and Southern Illinois Edwardsville has the 9th.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville has

DILL AN SCHORFHEIDE | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern guard Grace Lennox drives up the court in the Panthers’ 67-57 loss to Morehead State on Feb. 2. Eastern is 4-8 in the OVC, one game out of a
conference tournament spot.

the conference’s 4th ranked defense,
Southeast Missouri has the 5th and
Eastern has the 6th.
Where there are similarities, Eastern believes there is also parity, and
both of Thursday and Saturday’s
games should be ones in which Eastern is highly competitive, especially
coming off a win over Austin Peay (66) on Saturday.
Southeast Missouri beat Eastern
72-57 on Jan. 26, and the two teams
played fairly evenly matched basketball throughout the game. The one
big difference, however, was South-

east Missouri’s Tesia Thompson, who
scored a game-high 26 points in the
win.
“Just being tougher guarding
Thompson,” Bollant said would be
key against the Redhawks. “I feel like
Thompson had her way in the fourth
quarter and she was physical and aggressive, and we didn’t match that
play.”
Last Friday, Eastern’s freshman
guard Kira Arthofer sprained her ankle and missed Saturday’s win against
Austin Peay. Bollant said she is likely to miss Thursday’s game against the

Cougars and will probably be out Saturday as well, but there is a chance she
could play.
Arthofer joins forward Jennifer Nehls as the Panthers’ injured players.
Nehls broke her foot earlier this season, and Eastern now fears she may

miss the rest of the season.
Eastern and Southern Illinois Edwardsville tip-off at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday.
JJ Bullock can be reached at 581-2812
or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

OVC GAME 13
SIUE (5-7)
VS.
EASTERN ILLINOIS (4-8)
7:30 P.M. THURSDAY
EDWARDSVILLE, ILL

Men’s basketball has testing weekend ahead
By Dillan Schorfheide
Assistant Sports Editor | @Eiu_journalist
The Eastern men’s basketball
team will once again be battling this
weekend to keep themselves in as
high a place as possible in the conference standings.
On Thursday, Eastern travels to
face Southern Illinois Edwardsville,
and Saturday, the Panthers host
Southeast Missouri.
While both teams are lower in
the OVC standings and have worse
records, Eastern head coach Jay
Spoonhour has said, before the first
time Eastern and Southeast Missouri met Jan. 26, that the Panthers
are not that much further ahead
than the bottom half of the conference.
Both teams Eastern faces this
weekend gave Eastern trouble the
first time around.
The Cougars visited Eastern in
Lantz Arena Jan. 5, in both teams’
second conference game. Eastern
won the game eventually, 84-81 in
overtime, but the Cougars put up
a fight.
One player who specifically gave
Eastern trouble was Cougars point

JJ BULLOCK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern guard Shareef Smith works on a Morehead State defender in the
Panthers’ 84-78 loss on Feb. 2 in Lantz Arena. Eastern travels to play Southern Illinois Edwardsville Thursday.

guard Tyresse Williford.
Williford ended the game with
15 points, 11 assists and six rebounds. What made him dangerous
to the Panthers was the speed with
which he played.
Williford was the fastest player
on the court, whether it be bringing
the ball up the floor or even quick-

ly getting into the lane and distributing the ball to an open teammate.
His speed also helped him to
score a majority of his points by
getting to the foul line. He finished
the game 9-9 from the free throw
line, which constituted 60 percent
of his points.
The Cougars have four players

who score in double figures on average, led by Williford and David
McFarland, who each average 14.3
points per game.
Southeast Missouri has its own
danger factor to make Eastern worry: tight defense.
The last time Eastern and Southeast Missouri played, Eastern enjoyed a quick start offensively, but
as the first half went along and as
the second half played out, the Redhawks’ defense kept Eastern further
away from the basket and from getting into a rhythm.
Eastern’s 59 points is tied for the
second-lowest point total the team
finished with this season. The Panthers also finished the game 5-of-22
from three-point range, one of their
worst shooting performances from
deep this season.
Even though Eastern goes into

the weekend in fifth place in OVC
standings, the Cougars and Redhawks both have reason to play as
good as possible for the rest of the
season.
The Cougars are tied with Eastern Kentucky (4-8 OVC) to hold
the final playoff spot right now
(eighth place), and the Redhawks
are tied with two other teams for
ninth place, just a game behind the
Cougars and Colonels.
After dropping chances to beat
OVC-powerhouses Murray State
and Austin Peay last week, Eastern
needs wins this week to stay ahead
of the rest of the pack.
Eastern faces the Cougars at 5:30
p.m.Thursday, then hosts the Redhawks at 3:15 p.m. Saturday.
Dillan Schorfheide can be reached at
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

OVC GAME 13
SIUE (4-8)
VS.
EASTERN ILLINOIS (6-6)
5:30 P.M. THURSDAY
EDWARDSVILLE, ILL

